DIRECTIONS

FROM THE AIRPORT/EAST RAND
1. Upon exiting the airport, keep to the right, following the signs for the R24/Johannesburg. This road joins the highway.
2. Continue straight along the R24 (N3)/Johannesburg.
3. Approx. 9 km after leaving the airport, move to the centre right lane.
4. You will merge with the N3 highway. Follow the signs for the N3 / N1 / Pretoria. Take the fork to the right.
5. Immediately after this fork, turn left onto the interchange and continue following the N3 / N1 / Pretoria signs.
6. Proceed past all the Sandton and Randburg off-ramps. From here follow points 2 to 11: From Johannesburg and Gauteng.

FROM JOHANNESBURG AND GAUTENG:
1. Head West along N1 (concrete ring highway) just North of Johannesburg.
2. Exit from N1 at 14th Avenue off-ramp.
3. Turn right under highway, then right again at the second set of traffic lights. You are now on the M47 to Krugersdorp / Tarlton (you will pass Hillfox Value Centre).
4. Proceed along the M47 through fifteen sets of traffic lights. After approx. 14.4 km you will reach a main intersection with traffic lights, distinguished by a Sasol petrol station on the left hand side.
5. Proceed straight across.
6. Continue along the M47, which now becomes the N14 (to Ventersdorp) for approx. 10.2 km until you reach a T-junction. Opposite is a Engen petrol station.
7. Turn right onto R563.
8. Continue on this road for approx. 8.5 km.
9. Turn left on the R400, sign states (R24) Magaliesburg/Maropeng (pass Maropeng on your right) and continue for 11.7km, you will reach a crossing.
10. Turn right, continue along the R24 to Rustenburg / Magaliesburg for approx. 5 km before reaching Magaliesburg Village.
11. Proceed through the village, on the far side keep to your right and continue along the R24 for approximately 2.4km where you will see the first Mount Grace Country House and Spa sign.
12. At the second Mount Grace sign turn right. We share an entrance with Girls & Boys Town. Cross over the river and proceed for approx. 2 km up the mountain to the hotel.

FROM PRETORIA:
1. Get onto the N14 (old R28), which is the freeway from Pretoria to Krugersdorp.
2. Proceed for approx. 60km where you will reach a main intersection with traffic lights, distinguished by a Sasol petrol station on the right hand side.
3. Turn right onto M47 to Tarlton. From here follow directions 6 to 11 as above.